
Melbourne Eachway Master Betting 
 
The Mel Eachway Master Strategy went live on January 1st 2023. 
  
The plan is exclusively Melbourne service’s data – mainly Mel-Pro and Mel Combo. 
Master Data spreadsheet users have the algorithms and have been watching live for several weeks whilst 
we have been applying the finishing touches for a Jan 1st start. 
 
The algorithm seeks out the best each-way propositions from the already very profitable Mel bets that 
make it through to Platinum E4 contention. 
  
At this stage, Elite members with access to Melbourne will find the free extra Eachway Master bet list 
added to each meeting’s Mel Current Raceday web page (from Jan 1st 2023). 

 
  
We are still looking at the possibilities for this awesome each-way strategy going forward. 
For example, we can see a perfect fit for an SMS raceday service as well as possibly developing an 
App which would automate the all-up betting. 
 
We will be guided by your feedback as we go along with this current arrangement.  
 
 
Excel and Pdf Printouts 2021-2022 
 
MEL-Eachway Master Betting-Eachway AND All-Ups Excel Interactive Spreadsheet 
Includes Win, Place, Eachway as well as all-up doubles city only, all-up doubles city and bush, all-up trebles city and 
all-up trebles city and bush. 
 
Elite-Mel Eachway Master Betting All Eachway Bets with Daily Summary Pdf 
This lists all qualifiers from Jan 1st 2021 and shows a level $100 win bet, $100 place bet and the $200 total eachway 
bet. 
Here is a screen shot from the spreadsheet showing the final page and summaries. 
 

https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/MEL-Eachway-Master-Betting-Eachway-AND-All-Ups.xlsx
https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/Elite-Mel-Eachway-Master-Betting-All-Eachway-Bets-with-Daily-Summary.pdf


 
  
Elite-Mel Eachway Master Betting ALL-UP Doubles Pdf 
 
All-Up Doubles:  
Simply betting on all qualifiers for a place then investing the full return of the place bet A onto place bet B. 
EVERY new qualifier starts a new all up. 
This image below shows the last page of the Eachway Master All-UP Doubles printout. 
Notice the “D” next to the arrow. This is where spreadsheet users type in “D” for doubles so the interactive 
spreadsheet will calculate the All-Up doubles. Change it to “T” and it will also calculate the all-up trebles. 
Applying an all-up double virtually doubles the place profit. 
 

https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/Elite-Mel-Eachway-Master-Betting-ALL-UP-Doubles.pdf


 
  
Elite-Mel Eachway Master Betting ALL-UP Trebles Pdf 
 
All-Up Trebles:  
Bet on all qualifiers for a place then invest the full return of the place bet A onto place bet B. Then bet the 
full return on place bet C. EVERY qualifier starts a new all up. 
This image shows the last page of the Eachway Master All-UP Trebles Excel worksheet. 
Notice the “T” next to the arrow. This is where spreadsheet users type in “D” for doubles so the interactive 
spreadsheet will calculate the All-Up doubles. Change it to “T” and it will also calculate the all-up trebles. 
 
Applying an all-up treble virtually trebles the place profit. However, treble all-ups can go a long while 
between drinks So please study the printouts. 

https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/Elite-Mel-Eachway-Master-Betting-ALL-UP-Trebles.pdf


  
 
 
 
 
  



Melbourne Eachway Master Betting 
 

Q & A 
 
Q: Larry, I’m a bit confused about the place plans. Is it a separate unit for double and treble or is it just 

placing the each way bet and using the place dollars into the double and onto treble if still alive? 
 
A: Keep the Eachway betting and the All-ups separate from each other. 

Most members will simply have one bank for a level eachway bet 1% x 1%. 
 
Those who are doing all up doubles (or trebles) need to have a separate bank and bet 1% PLACE on 
EVERY qualifier (except when there are two Eachway Master bets in the same race -no all-up in that 
case). 
 
The FULL return from Qual 1 goes onto Q2. (and that full return onto Q3 if doing trebles) 
EVERY EW Master qualifier starts a new all-up place possibility IF IT IS A SINGLE-BET RACE. 
 

 
Q: Sorry are the results based on mid tote for the place? 
 
A: Correct 
 
 
Q: Hi, with the place betting if the horse places do you put just the profit from the place with the next 

place bet. Example $30 place - Profit $10 Then the next place bet $40 and if so do you keep on 
repeating the process?  

 
A: Those who are doing all up doubles (or trebles) need to have a separate bank and bet 1% on EVERY 

qualifier. 
The FULL return from Bet-A goes onto Bet-B. (and that full return onto Bet-3 if doing trebles)  
EVERY EW Master qualifier starts a new all-up possibility except when there are two Eachway 
Master bets in the same race (no all-up in that case). 
 
Eg: Sunday 1st Jan, our first bet (Bet A), Corner Pocket $30 Place. The Place Div = $1.70, Return = 
$51. 
 
Next qualifier (Bet B): Bet $30 base bet PLUS the $51 carried forward from Bet A ($51 + $30 = $81) 
The $51 place bet on Bet B will finish the first all-up double. 
The full return from $30 bet B will then be bet on Bet C (along with $30 on Bet C to start new 
double). 
 

Q: I notice that your all-up place bets do not include EVERY Master EW qualifier? 
 
A: That’s correct, the All-up place doubles / trebles are not intended for races with two Eachway 

Master qualifiers. 
 

 


